
 

 
-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 24 December 2022 23:48 
To: Licensing Team <licensing.team@exeter.gov.uk> 
Subject: Licence hours Sandy Park 
 
 
Dear Sirs/Madam 
 
I object to this application for extending licensing hours OUTSIDE,  I live very close by the Stadium.  
When events are on, customers are very noisy, pee in the bushes have no respect for the local 
residents on whose estate they walk through to get to venue. 
 
We already have an issue with patrons using estate as a taxi rank and parking area whilst attending 
on match days.   
Our estate is residents parking only. 
 
The use of this venue  for more large scale outside events will cause more traffic problems, noise 
and litter.   I have doubt the venue will be supervised but what happens on the estates when leave 
venue ??????   No supervision, they have to walk past my house to go to train station, they decide to 
use the entrance to my drive as a taxi rank.  I also get beer cans and litter thrown over my hedge. 
 
Don’t see the need for license to be given 7 days a week. 
 
Chris and Ann Hazelwood 
 
 
Sir/Madam  
 
I would like to object to the above change in licensing.  
 
First, excess noise. We can hear the tannoy announcements and crowd at rugby games in out 
lounge. This is fine as it’s only for a few hours in the day time. But the thought of load music going 
on till late in the evening will be horrendous.  
 
Second, car’s racing up and down Bishops way. Before and after rugby games, lots of cars drop 
people off,  and pick people up by the footpath by the bridge to the rugby ground. These drivers 
often speed, beep their horns and keep their engines running. This would undoubtedly happen at 
large events at the ground. This would wake children and disturbed the residents here. 
 
Third, general littering and unsociable behaviour. There are no toilets between Sandy Park and Digby 
Sowton train station. I have witnessed often people urinating in peoples gardens and on the 
footpath to the station. Plus even though there are bins chucking bottles and rubbish in the bushes. 
This would undoubtedly happen after a gig or boxing match. I know residents of Bishops Way have 
written to the rugby club on this issue. The club had no interest in this matter.  
 
I would prefer my personal details not to be made public.  
 
Regards 
David Dewar 


